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1. INTR~OUC~ON 
Tits [ 191 has initiated the study of geometries having properties strongly 
resembling those of buildings (compare [6]). His main result is that, in 
general, such a geometry is the image of a building under a suitable type of 
morphism. These geometries that are almost buildings were called GABS in 
[lo], and finite examples were described in [2, 8, 10, 15, 161 that are not 
buildings but have highly transitive groups. In this paper we will proceed in 
the opposite direction. An unexpected type of description is given for the 
afftne buildings associated to some low-dimensional 2-adic orthogonal 
groups. This description makes it easy to produce infinitely many finite 
GABS having large groups. 
Specifically, we construct subgroups of 0’(8, a,), O(7, a,), LV(6, Q,) 
and G2(U4J that are flag-transitive on the corresponding affine buildings and 
can be written using matrices with entries in the subring Z [4] of the 
rationals. (These flag-transitive groups are just Q(Z[+], f,) and the 
automorphism group of the non-split Cayley algebra over Z [f ], where k = 8, 
7 or 6 and fk is the quadratic form C: xi .) If m is any odd integer > 1 and 
these matrices are viewed modulo m then a finite GAB is obtained having a 
flag-transitive group and one of the following diagrams. 
Each connected rank 2 subdiagram corresponds to PSL(3, 2), Sp(4,2) or 
G,(2). 
This exceptional behavior of low-dimensional orthogonal groups is a 
reflection of the exceptional Weyl groups. Sections 3-5 are concerned with 
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Weyl groups and root systems of type E, and GABS arising from them. 
These constructions are elementary, but some care is needed since infinite 
groups are involved. The next sections require additional background 
concerning 2-adic lattices and buildings (Section 6). This is used in Section 7 
in order to prove the only theorem in this paper: the GABS constructed over 
Z[j] are buildings. However, the more complicated case of G,(Q) is 
postponed to Section 8. Further GABS are indicated in Section 9 and at the 
end of Section 10. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will present a very special case of the situation studied 
by Tits [ 191 and Ronan [ 131. Since all of our examples will be group-related, 
the general case will not be needed. 
Let Z be a finite index set, and let {Pi ] i E I} be a family of subgroups of a 
group G. For Jc Z set PJ = n {Pjlj E J}, where P, = G. We will require 
that 
P,= (P,p,i,/iEZ-J) for all J g I. (2.1) 
However, this condition will always be trivial to check: if J# 0, some 
quotient group of PJ will be a Chevalley group whose minimal parabolic 
subgroups are the projections of the groups PIplir, i E Z-J. 
Let G/P, be the set of right cosets of P,, and let d(Pil i E Z) be the 
simplicial complex whose set of simplexes is the disjoint union of copies of 
all the sets G/P,, 0 # .Zc I, ordered by reverse inclusion [ 18, p. 51. The 
residue (or link) of a simplex X is obtained by taking all the simplexes 
Y 3 X and deleting X and all its faces from each such Y. We require that 
If 1 Z - J] = 2 then the residue of PJ is a generalized polygon (i.e., 
a rank 2 spherical building). (2.2) 
The diagram of d(P,li E Z) is then defined in the obvious manner: its 
nodes are the elements of Z, and distinct nodes i and j are joined by the 
number of bonds required by the generalized polygon for P,-ci,jl. 
(N.B.-The residue of P,-li,jr is a generalized 2-gon if P,pti,jl = Plp,i,P,pcjr .) 
We will occasionally draw the diagram with some nodes labeled by the 
members of Z to which they correspond. 
Two vertices Pi g and Pjh are called incident if i #j and Pi g n Pjh # 0. 
A flag is a family of pairwise incident vertices. A chamber is a maximal 
simplex PI g, and clearly determines a maximal flag. Our final requirement is 
G is transitive on maximal flags. (2.3) 
Thus, each maximal flag will arise from a chamber (cf. [ 18, p. 5; 19; 11). 
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DEFINITION. A(Pil i E I) is a flag-transitive GAB if (2.1)-(2.3) hold. Its 
rank is II]. 
A couer (or 2-cover [ 19, 131) of A(Pi j i E Z) can be described as a GAB 
A(pi 1 i E Z) with group G” = (ci 1 i E Z) together with a homomorphism G” + G 
inducing an isomorphism P,-, PJ whenever II - Jl= 2 (compare [ 131). 
Universal covers are studied in [ 191 and [ 131. A GAB having no proper 
cover is called simply connected. For example, buildings are simply 
connected. In our situation the main results of [ 191 assert that universal 
covers exist and are buildings if each residue with a rank 3 spherical diagram 
corresponds to a building. While these results are not actually needed here, 
they motivate much of what follows. Moreover, in most of our examples 
covers are actually topological covers: Fi -+ Pi is an isomorphism for each i. 
We will use the following notation when indicating the structure of a 
group: nG stands for a group having a normal subgroup of order n and 
quotient group zG, while G . n stands for a group having normal 
subgroup G and quotient group of order n. As usual, O,(G) is the largest 
normal 2-subgroup and G’ is the derived group of G. Also, if G acts on a set 
X and Y c X, we will say that G fixes Y if p = Y, if x E X then G, denotes 
its stabilizer. 
3. FOUR WEYL GROUPS 
Let f(x, y) = (x, y) be the usual dot product on Q8, and let 9 = {ui, u,, 
u3, u4, us, us, u,, us} be the standard orthonormal basis. Let GO(Q,f) be 
the group of all g E GL(8, Q) preserving f projectively, so that (ug, u”) = 
c&u, u) for some c, E Q* and all u, 2, E Q8. Finally, set fi = GO(Qf)’ and 
fi = Q/(-l). In general, if D is any set of linear transformations then D will 
denote D(--1)/(-l). 
If 0 # u E Q* let r,, be the reflection x tt x - 2(x, U) u/(u, u). If u = Zaiui 
with ai E (0, 1,--l } it will be convenient to abbreviate ru as rraii. 
We will also use a second orthogonal basis 
2’ = {u, + u2, u, -u*, u3 + u4, u3 -244, u, + u,, 
u5-“6, u,+&, u,--Ug} 
= ~~1,~z,~3,~4,~5,ug,u,,~~}, 
. 
where vzi- i = uziPl + uzi and uzi = uzi-, - uzi for 1 < i < 4. Consider the 
following four root systems of type E,. 
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~+={fuifujli#j}U t~Eitri,Ei=*l,~Ei=l 
I 1 1 I 
@- = {iui*ujIi#j}u 1 &Ui,Ei= *l,fiEi=-l 1 1 I 
@#={fUi fUjli#j}U $~siUilsi=*l,~si=l 
I 1 I I 
Set A = (+, -, #, b}. For Q E A let IV” be the commutator subgroup of the 
corresponding Weyl group. Then W” % 20 + (8,2). 
If each vi is written in terms of 9, then @” is seen to consist of all the 
vectors f2ui, fu,,-, k’uzi fqj-i fu, (i #j) and fu, fuj fu, fu, with i, j, 
k, I in different blocks of the partition 12/34/56/78 and an even number of 
them even. Similarly, Qb contains those vectors fui +uj fu, fu, with i, j, k, 1 
as above except that an odd number of them are even. 
From this description, it is clear that r8 induces the transposition (+, -) 
on A, while r7-8 induces (#, b). Define 0 E GL(8,O) by 
e: ui t, ui for 1 < i < 8. 
Then (u’, v’)= 2(u, u) and u’* = 2~ for all U, u E Q*. It follows that 
BE GO(U4, f), while 19 induces (+, #)(-, b) on A. Thus, (r8, 0) induces a 
dihedral group of order 8 permuting the groups W” by conjugation. 
Clearly, @’ n @- and Qx n Qb are root systems of type D,, whose Weyl 
groups have subgroups of the form 2’A, lying in R. Modulo (-1) the latter 
are maximal parabolic subgroups of the appropriate groups IR + (8, 2). Thus, 
W+ n W- and W” n Wb have the form 2’A,. 
All four groups W” share a Sylow 2-subgroup S of order 2’ . 2 3 . 2’ * 2. 
Namely, with respect to either 9 or 9” we define S to consist of all 
monomial transformations in B simultaneously preserving the partitions 
12/34/56/78 and 123415678. We will use additional monomial transfor- 
mations with respect to 9 or 9’ in the remainder of this section. 
The group W* is just the set stabilizer of @” in Q. Thus, by a 
straightforward calculation, W+ n W- fl W” > (S, (u,, us, u2, u3, u_~, u,, 
us)), W+ n Vf-7 I@> (S, (ol, us, u2, u3, u4, ZI,, us)). Since IV+ n W” is a 
parabolic subgroup of w’ it follows that it must have the form 26A,. (In 
fact, O,(W+ n w#) is extraspecial of order 2’.) Applying r7--8 we find that 
I? n I$, wt n I@’ and wt n I?- are three of the four maximal 
parabolic subgroups of w’ containing $. 
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A further subgroup C of R is needed in order to describe the missing 
parabolic subgroup. Set z = r, r2 r3 r4 and 
E=( rlr2,rlr3,z,r,-2r3-4,r1-3r2-4 > 
F=( r5r6y r5r7p-zy r 5-6r7-8T ‘5-7’6-8 > 
C = N,(E x F). 
Then E and F are extraspecial of order 2j and ,?% is extraspecial of order 29 
with center (Z). (Note that rirj = ritjriej and riej = rj-i for i#j.) 
Since Z(E X F) = (z, -z>, c fixes ((24,) u2, u3, u,), (us, u6, u,, us)}- It 
follows that 
(which could have been used as the definition of C) and that 
C = (E x F) . 34 . 2-‘, where this 23 refers to a group generated by r3-4r7P8, 
r4 r8 and rl ~ 5 r2 _ 6 r3 ~, r4 _ 8 (mod EF). Moreover, (r, ,0) normalizes EF and 
C, and 
Thus, Cf7 pa = C,,(Z) for all a E A. This proves 
LEMMA 3.1. If a E A then the four groups en p and $a f7 p5, 
6 E A - {a}, are the maximal parabolic subgroups of Wa containing g. 
4. THE GABS X 
Set G,=(C, W”jaEA). 
The five groups c and pa produce a GAB A, with diagram and 
group G,. For, (2.1) and (2.2) follow immediately from (3.1), while (2.3) 
can be easily checked but also follows as in [l, (3.10)]. 
The group (r8, 0) clearly acts on d, while inducing a group of order 8 on 
A, and hence on the diagram. Thus, it is natural to regard this group as a 
group of graph automorphisms. We will obtain an S, of graph 
automorphisms in Section 8. 
Set II = (Z[i])* < Q8. Then G, leaves n invariant. If m > 1 is any odd 
integer then there is a natural homomorphism G, --t Gkm,“’ of G, onto a group 
of automorphisms of /l/m/i, obtained by reducing matrices (with respect to 
9) modulo m. If D L GL(8, Z[i]) let DCm) be its image in Aut(li/ti). 
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Our discussion of the structure of W” and C applies equally well to 
(W”)‘“’ and P): simply interpret all transformations as elements of 
Aut(/i/ti). In particular, the groups ( Wrr)(m), a E A, are all distinct. Thus, 
(@a)(m) g wa and Cfrn) r c, and the homomorphism GB -+ CI;“’ preserves 
intersections among the groups w” and C! Consequently, we obtain a GAB 
Aim’ with diagram 
x 
and group @,““. (Flag-transitivity (2.3) is proved 
using [l, (3.8)].) 
If p is an odd prime then Gf’ = 0’ (8,~). For, Gg’ has index 2 in 
(G&#“~ and r8 induces a reflection on A/PA. Thus, [20] applies. 
When p = 3 we obtain one of the examples in [2]. 
Remarks. 1. In (7.4) we will show that G, = 0(Z [t ],f). From this one 
can immediately determine G, (m) for any odd m > 1 (as well as the groups 
G(“” and Gk”” 7 appearing in the next section). 
2. If (5) = 1 then r$!lg and r!f) are conjugate by an element of 
Rf(8,p). Thus, in this case (r7--8r8)(p) E D’(8,p). Also, 2-“‘0@’ E 
Q + (8, P). (For, 2-‘/28(p’ preserves the form on A/p/i; and 
((1, 3)(2,4)(5, 7)(6, 8))@) centralizes 2-“*0@) while interchanging its 
invariant subspaces (aZiP +pA, uZi +pA) for i = 1, 2 and i= 3,4.) That is, 
our dihedral group of graph automorphisms has four of its elements inside 
L! + (8, p), inducing inner automorphisms instead of outer ones. Thus, in this 
case all four ( W”)‘p’ are conjugate in G@’ = Lit (8, p). 
5. GROUPS IN 6 AND 7 DIMENSIONS 
Set H = f2,,-us. This is just the usual 7-dimensional orthogonal group on 
G47 - %Y. 
Set G, = (W’ n H, W- n H). Clearly G, < G, f? H. 
The complex A, = A(Cf7 H, Wa n Hla E {+, -, #}) is a GAB with group 
+ 
G, and diagram 
-> 
# . For, r7-8 normalizes W*, C, S and W”f7 Wb, 
while W* n H E W(E,)’ z R(7,2) and W”nH= WbnHz26A7. 
Moreover, w’ n w-, W’ n C and w’ n WR n I@’ are the largest r7- *- 
invariant parabolic subgroups of w’ containing z Intersecting with H, we 
obtain the three maximal parabolic subgroups of w’ n Z? containing Sn #. 
This takes care of the two left-hand nodes of the above diagram. In 
particular, W* n Wn n Wbn H E 26PSL(3, 2), and we obtain the desired 
behavior of the right-hand node as well. This produces the indicated 
diagram, and flag-transitivity is proved as before. Note that r8 induces a 
graph automorphism, and that the diagram for A, arises from that of A, by a 
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familiar “folding” process 
‘< 
folds to -). Also note that 
A,=A(CnG,, W”nG,laE {+,-, #}). 
Similarly, if K = J2U,,Ug then A,=A(W+nK,CnK, WXnK) is a GAB 
with diagram +- #and group G, = (W+ n K, WXn K). Here, 
W’ n K = W- n K z 2512(5, 2)’ E Wx n K = Wb n K. These groups can be 
increased slightly by adjoining rr and r, -2, since both of these normalize the 
three groups defining A,. This produces an isomorphic GAB, but now we 
have two groups 26Q(5, 2) interchanged by 8; that is, 8 induces a graph 
automorphism. (N.B.-We have used G,, but we could just as well have 
used G6/(-r7r8), since -r,r8 induces the identity on A,. A similar remark 
applies to the use of G, instead of G, in Section 4.) 
As in the preceding section, for each odd m > 1 we obtain GABS in G$“” 
and Gk”” covered by A, and A,, respectively. In particular, the GAB for Gi3’ 
is in [2, 10, 151, while the one for GS3’ is in [2]. 
Note that Gy’ = Q(7,p) and G !$‘I = R * (6,~) for each odd prime p (where 
the sign is determined by the congruence p = f 1 (mod 4), since the form 
inherited by GF(P)~ is .Z~x~). 
6. LATTICES 
The present section summarizes some known properties of 2-adic groups 
needed later. Let Q, denote the field of 2-adic numbers and Z, its ring of 
integers. 
Let V be an &dimensional vector space over CR,, equipped with a 
nonsingular symmetric bilinear form ( , ) of maximal index. Let GO+ (8, a,) 
be the group of all linear transformations preserving the form projectively, 
and set G = fi+(8,0,) = GO’(8, a,)‘. 
If Z c V then (C) will denote the Z,-submodule of V generated by Z. A 
lattice in V is a submodule generated by a basis of V. 
Let e,, e2, e3, e,,fi ,f2, f,, f4 be a basis of V such that all inner products 
are 0 except that (ei,fi) = (fi, ei) = 1 for all i. 
LEMMA 6.1. If @ is the E, root lattice (over Z!) then @O, L, is H,- 
isometric to (e, , e2, e,, e4 ,f, ,fi ,f3 ,f4). 
ProoJ See [3, (3.3) and (4.3)]. Alternatively, this is stated almost 
explicitly in [ 12, pp. 324-3251, and is also an immediate consequence of [7, 
p. 1191. 
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Next, consider the following live lattices: 
Lo = (e, y e2, e3 y e4 J, ,f2 ,f3 ,f4) 
L,= (fe,,e2,e,,e4,2f~,f,,f,,f4) 
L,=(le le e effff) 2 192 27 3, 49 1, 2, 35 4 
L, = (‘e 2 ,,~e,,te,,te,,f,,f,,f,,f,) 
L,, = (‘e 2 ,,~e2,fe3,ff4,fi,f2,f3,e4). 
Set I= (0, 1, 2,4,4’}. If i E I let Pi be the stabilizer of Li in G, and let Ui be 
the centralizer of Li/2Li in Pi. Note that if i E I - 12) then Pi E Q+ (8, Z2) 
and Pi/U, E Q’(8, 2). In fact, the reflections rCl,2)el+f and r,4+f4 induce the 
transpositions (0, 1) and (4,4’) on {L,(i E I}, while the transformation 
t:ejk+ 2fspjk+ 2ej, 1 <j<4, belongs to GO ’ (8, Q,) and induces 
(0,4)(1,4’) on {PiliE I}. (Note that Lb= 2L,, L{ = 2L,, and Li = 
{u E Vl(u, L2) E Z2}.) Th us, the four groups Pi, i f 2, are conjugate in 
GO+ (8, Cl,). 
By [5], the complex d = A(Pi(i E 1) is just the afline building for G, with 
diagram . X The groups Pi are the maximal parahoric subgroups 
containing P,, where P, is the “B” of a BN-pair for G [S]. 
7. RETURN OF THE WEYL GROUPS 
We can now determine the GABS A,, A, and A,. 
THEOREM 7.1. A, is the afJine building for P.fJ’(8, a,). 
ProoJ Let d be the affine building for G = R+ (8, a,), described in the 
preceding section. We will show that G, is jlug-transitive on A, from which 
the theorem will then follow easily. 
By (6. l), V has an orthonormal basis u, ,..., us. Use this basis in order to 
identify V with (a,)“, and define @” c Q8 c V and W” < G as in Section 3. 
Set A” = Z@“. By (6.1) we may assume that L, = (A+). Then L,/2L, and 
/1+/2/1+ are 0’(8,2)-spaces which can be identified. (The quadratic form Q 
on each takes the coset containing u to (a, a)/2 (mod 2).) We can use P, in 
order to assume that the Sylow 2-subgroup S of Section 3 fixes each member 
of the family (L,cTL,/~L,)‘, 2L2/2L,r 2L4/2L,, 2L4,/2L, of totally 
singular subspaces of L,/2L, (of respective dimensions 1, 2,4,4) fixed by 
PI. Note that PI is the stabilizer in G of L, and these four subspaces. 
We will relate the Z-lattices /i” and the L,-lattices Li by comparing the 
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actions of S on L,/2L, and /i +/2A +. Let v b [v] denote the natural 
projection from ft + onto A +/2A +. Then S fixes the subspaces [A + n /i 1, 
[/i”]and [nb]of(rl+]. (Notethat~+~lAR,IIbsinceviE~+and~~~vi= 
U, + u3 + u5 + U, ~/i + .) We will relate these three subspaces to the totally 
singular subspaces of L,/2L, mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
Since At =(A+nA-)+fZC!ui and ([2u,], [u~*u~])=(~u,,u~)~ 
(2u,, ui) = 0 (mod 2) for all i, j, [A + n A - ] is a hyperplane of [/i + ] perpen- 
dicular to [2u,]. Thus, [At nK]‘= ([2u,]), where Q([2u,]) 3 
(224,) 2242 E 0 (mod 2). 
Also, A# is generated by v, + v,, vi - vi+ I for 1 < i < 6, and $Ci vi = 
u,+u,+u,+u,. Since [v~j-~-v~~]=[2U~j]=[2U~]=[~~+~~] and 
v,-v,+v,-v,=u,-u,-u,-u,+u,-u,-u,-u,E2n+, it follows 
that [A#] = ([2u,], [v, - v3], [v, - v5], [u, + uj + u5 + u,]); this is a totally 
singular 4-space. Similarly, Pbl = (PI19 [v, - v31 [v4 - v51, 
[u,+u,fu,fu,]). Moreover,/i”?2/1+ andIIb?2/1+ (sinced’=II+e? 
,le=,+@=2A+), whileA+ n/l-~U+ (sinceC;uiEA+nK). 
Consequently, we can choose the notation L, and L,, so that 
(L, n L ,/2L,)’ = ((A + n A - )/2L,,)‘, 2L,/2L, = (A #)/2L, and 2L, ,/2L,, = 
(Ab)/2L,. Then L,nL,=(A+nA-), 2L,=(A”) and 2L,,=(Ab). Also, 
y8 interchanges at and @-, and hence normalizes the stabilizer P, n P, of 
(Ai n A-). Then (PJ* = P, or P,. Since W- < (PO)‘*, it follows that 
(PO)‘8 = P, . 
This proves that W’ < P,, W- < P,, W” < P4 and Wb < P, ,. 
Next, C < P,. For, C leaves invariant the L-lattice /1 Z spanned by the 
vectors +vi f vj with if j and i, j < 4 or i, j> 5. (This is a root lattice of 
type D, + D, .) Clearly, /i Z E /1 ‘. Also, 2/1+ s AZ (since 2ui and C y ui are 
in A*). Finally, [A,] = ([2u,], [v, + vj]) (since [v, + v2] = ]v, - vZ] = 
[2u,] = [v3 + vl] and [vr + vj] = [v, t v,]). Thus, (A,)/2L, and 2L,/2L, 
are totally singular 2-spaces fixed by S. This proves that 2L, = (AZ), and 
hence that C < P,. 
Thus, each quotient Pi/U,, i # 2, is covered by some W”, while C acts 
flag-transitively within P,/U,. Then G, induces a flag-transitive group on the 
residue of each Pi. Consequently, G, is flag-transitive on A (by the connec- 
tedness of A). 
It follows that A E A(G8 n Pi(i E 1). There is a natural projection 
X: A, j A(G, n Pi 1 i E I) sending Wtg H (G, n P,) g, g E G,, and so on. It 
remains to show that 71 is an isomorphism. This follows from the 
(topological) simple connectivity of A (cf. [ 19]), or can be proved directly as 
follows. First, G, n P, = Wt. (This will be proved below in Lemma 7.2.) 
Now let i # 0. Then G, n Vi Q Ui < P,, and G, n ui acts faithfully on 
&w&~ agreeing with a subgroup of Wt in its action there. Since 
G,n U, = 1 it follows that G, n ui = 1. This proves that 7~ is an 
isomorphism, and completes the proof of the theorem. 
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LEMMA 7.2. i2(Z [f],f) n P, = W+. 
Prooj Consider a fundamental system .F of roots of @+ (such as 
-fCy ui, u, k ul, u3-u2, u4-u3, u, -u4, u, - u,, u,-uu,). If T is the 
transition matrix from 9 to .F then all entries of both T and T- ’ lie in +Z. 
Let g E 0(Z [+],f) n P,. Let F and B be the matrices of g with respect to 
.F and 9, respectively. Then F = T-‘BT E GL(8, Z [f]), while 
FE GL(8, Z2) since g E P,. Thus, g E GL(8, Z). It follows that g preserves 
the L-lattice ZF = L@+, and hence also preserves its set @+ of minimal 
vectors. Thus, g lies in the stabilizer W+ of @’ in Q(Q,f). This proves the 
lemma. 
COROLLARY 7.3. G,=Q(Z[+],f>. 
ProoJ By (6.1), J= Q(Z [f ],fs) ac s on A. Since G, <J, both groups act t 
flag-transitively on A by (7.1). Then J= G,(Jn P,) = G,(Jn U,). By (7.2), 
Jn U,= (-1). Thus, J=G,. 
Let fk denote the quadratic form Cf xf for k = 6, 7,8, SO that fs =J: 
The stabilizer of us in Q’(8, Q,) is the group R(7, a,) of the orthogonal 
space U: of index 3. Moreover, using the basis V, ,..., v, of u,’ we see that 
q7, Q,> = w-42, A>. s ince (ug, vs) = (e, +f4, e4 +fJ, us and e4 +S4 are in 
the same orbit of Qni (8, a,). Thus, the following description of the affme 
building for (e, +f4)1 has an analogue for u,‘. 
The building for (e4 +f4)’ has the diagram 
> 
, where the four 
nodes correspond to the stabilizers in fi(7, Q,) of the following lattices in 
(e4 ff4F 
(e,,e,,e,,f,,f,,f,,e,-f,) 
(te, 2 e2 3 e3 y 2fl ,f2,f3 9 e4 -f,) 
(le A, e f f f e4 -f4) 2 192 29 39 13 29 39 
(‘e le le f f f e -f,) 2 192 232 3, 1, 29 39 4 
Thus, the chambers of this building are obtained from the set of chambers of 
A fixed by re4+f4 by identifying a pair of vertices in each tixed chamber (the 
“folding” process taking 
< 
to --). With this in mind, we can now 
prove 
COROLLARY 7.4. (i) A, is the aflne building for l2(7,0,) = lJ(Q,, f,). 
(ii) G, E R(E [f, f,). 
ProoJ Clearly, G, < C,,(r,-,), and G, acts on the set of all chambers of 
A, fixed by r7-8 = rv,. One such chamber is S, and G, induces C n G, and 
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W” n G, on the appropriate residues of the vertices of S. Since the affine 
building for U: is connected, it follows that (Cn G,, W” n G,(a E 
{+, -, #}) is flag-transitive on that building. The preceding group is 
contained in G,, while the chambers of d, are among the chambers fixed by 
r7-8. Thus, d, is (isomorphic to) the affine building for v,‘. This proves (i), 
and (ii) follows from the fact that fi(Z [f],f,) = fl(Z [f],f,),,. 
The same argument also proves 
COROLLARY 7.5. (i) A, is the aflne building for n-(6, a,) = L!(&,fJ. 
(ii) G, = W [41&>. 
8. CAYLEY ALGEBRAS 
The last afline building considered here arises from G2(&). We will use 
Cayley algebras and results from [3] and [9 I in order to construct a 
subgroup of G, acting flag-transitively on this building. It is interesting to 
note that these references contain hints of parts of Sections 3 and 6: the 
bases 3 and Z??’ appear in [9] ( see below), while (6.1) is proved and used in 
[31* 
PROPOSITION 8.1. (i) There is a subgroup G* = (Q,, Q2, Q4,) of GB such 
that A ‘*“’ = A(Qim), Q;“‘, Q;‘?) is a GAB for each odd integer m > 1. Its 
diagram is w and its rank 2 residues corresponding to Ql;“’ and Q$” 
are PG(2, 2) and the generalized hexagon for G,(2). 
(ii) Ay’ is isomorphic to the afine building for G,(Q,). 
(iii) G* is the automorphism group of the non-split Cayley algebra 
over Z [f]. 
(iv) Ifp is an odd prime then CT’ z G,(p). 
Proof: (i) Let 1, i, j, k be the usual basis of the rational quaternions. The 
non-split rational Cayley algebra A has basis 1, i, j, k, e, ie, je, ke (in the 
notaton of [9]) and multiplication given by (p + qe)(r + se) =pr - Fq + 
(sp + qF) e, where p, q, r and s are quaternions and d is the usual quaternion 
conjugate of s. This basis will be identified with 9 (cf. Section 3), as 
follows: 
(ul, 4, u3,u4, u5, 4, u,, us>= (1, e, i, ie,j,je, k, ke). 
Define vi as in Section 3. Then vi = 21, in the notation of [9], and tZ@ b is 
precisely the ring of integral Cayley numbers studied in [9]. By [3], the 
automorphism group Q4, of this ring is G,(2). Clearly, Q4, < Wb. (This 
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somewhat awkward notation is caused by the desirability of relating our 
notation to that of [9].) Note that Z [f ] Qb is the algebra occurring in (iii). 
Next, Q, is defined to be the group of all monomial transformations (with 
respect to 5%‘) preserving the multiplication table of 9. Then 
Q, z 23PSL(3, 2) (non-split extension) by [9]. There are exactly 7 subsets of 
.B each of which spans a quaternion subalgebra. Each involution in O,(Q,,) 
is 1 on one of these subalgebras and -1 on its orthogonal complement. One 
of these involutions is -.z = rs r6 r, r8. 
Note that Q, n Q4, n S = (WQ,), (u3, u4, -u3, -u4)@, , u8, -u,, -us), 
-“7)(u6 9 u8 -us)) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of both Q, and 
~~.:~~en”~~nQ4,=(Qo~‘~~,nS ( , u3, u5, ~,)(a,, u,, ~4~)) is a maximal 
parabolic subgroup of Q4,, and Q,= (Q,n Q4,, (uZ,u3, u4)(u6, -u,, 
-24,)) < w+ n W- n wn. 
Set G =<Q,, Q4J and Q2 = (C,$z>, C,&)) < (C,+(z), C,b(z)) = C. 
Then Q, n Q4, and Q2 n Q4, are maximal parbolic subgroups of Q4,, while 
Qon Q2 and Q, n Q4, project onto maximal parabolic subgroups of 
QO/OZ(Q,,). This produces the diagram required in (i), and dkrn) is a GAB by 
[II- 
(ii)- Clearly, G, < Aut A < J = G n Aut(A O. Q,). There is a 
unique triality automorphism 7 of G that centralizes Jg G*(Q,). Moreover, r 
normalizes fi, G, = PQ(Z [f],f8), and the kernel of G, + Gimr”’ for each odd 
m > 1. (This follows, for example, from the description of triality in [4].) 
There is a natural action of 7 on the building A of (7.1). The building A, 
referred to in (ii) can be described as follows: its chambers are the 7- 
invariant chambers of A; its vertices are the (r)-orbits of vertices of these 
fixed chambers (compare Section 5). Then A, has diagram t--~, and 
G,(2), a group of order 3’ . 2’, and PSL(3, 2) are induced (within 7) on the 
appropriate residues. (Note that the first and last of these are precisely the 
same groups induced by Q4, and Q, on the corresponding residues of A;‘.) 
We claim that 7 normalizes wb. For, G,(2) r Aut(fZ@ b, < wbnJ, where 
Aut(fZQb) is contained in a unique G,-conjugate of wb. (Since Wb has a 
single conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to G,(2), each such 
subgroup is transitive on the G,-conjugates of Wb containing it. Thus, there 
is only one such conjugate.) 
Now 7 E Aut Wb and 7 centralizes Sn.? But the latter group is contained 
in a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of Wb (since it fixes a unique maximal flag of 
the usual fi + (8,2)-space). Thus, 7 normalizes ,!?. 
In particular, PI is a simplex in d,. Then so are P,,, P, and P, fl P, n P,, 
and Q4,, Q2 and Q, act flag-transitively on their respective residues (in A,). 
Thus, G* is flag-transitive on A,. 
Now we can argue exactly as in Section 7 in order to deduce that 
A’,” z A, and that G* = Aut(Z [f] Gb). This proves (ii) and (iii), and then 
(iv) follows easily. 
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Remark. A Cayley algebra also appears in the construction of A!+?’ given 
in [8]. Its role there is different han here. Namely, the Cayley algebra over 
GF(3) is used there in order to give a particularly nice geometric realization 
of A$+?. The cosets of Q$’ are identified with an orbit of nonsingular l- 
spaces, and the cosets of Qi” and Qh”’ are identified with suitable triples 
(e.g., {i,j, k)) and septuples (e.g., 9-l 1)) of these l-spaces. That description 
depends upon the fact that QE’ acts reducibly on the 7-dimensional module 
for G,(p) when p = 3. 
9. MORE GABS 
In this section we will describe GABS with diagram related to a 
remarkable GAB - for A, not arising from a building. The later GAB 
is A(X,, X,, X3) with X,=A,, X,=(A,xA3).2 and X,=PSL(3,2) [ll, 
2, 161; its universal cover cannot be a building (and, in fact, the GAB is 
simply connected [141). Thus, the GABS we will construct cannot be covered 
by buildings. 
Define C n G,, W+nG,rQ(7,2), W”nG,=2’A,, G$=R(Z[i], 
f8hu,+ud.u,-us = G,(r,_,r,+,) and G, = R(Z[f], f8$U, as in Section 5 
(compare (7.3) and (7.4)). Then A,, = A(C n G,, +W n G,, W” n G,, G,*) 
is a GAB with group G, and diagram 6 4. For, G,*n W+nG,N 
2’0(5,2), Gc n W” n G, E 26R(5, 2)’ and GX RC n G, = G,* n C, which 
takes care of the G, node of the diagram. The remaining checks are also 
straightforward, and produce a GAB as before. 
Once again we obtain a GAB from Girnj for each odd m > 1. When m = 3 
this is one of the GABS in [2]. 
Conjecture. A,, is simply connected. 
Note that passage modulo m is not a topological cover: just consider 
residues of vertices of type 6. 
10. REMARKS 
1. Lemma 6.1 can be proved using the affine building A for Pl2 + (8, 0,) 
as follows. Since W+ is a bounded subgroup it has a fixed point on A [5, 
pp. 64-651. Then W+ must fix some lattice Lf, gE a+@, a,), and the 
lemma follows easily. 
The building can also be used to avoid some calculations in Section 3. 
Namely, once it is known that W+ < P, and W- < P,, it follows that 
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W* I? Pi (i # 0, 1) projects onto a maximal parabolic subgroup of Pi/U,. 
Then the groups C, W” and wb can be defined by C = (W+ n P,, 
W-nP,), Wl=(W+nP,, W-nP,) and Wb=(W+nP,,, W-nP,,), 
and will act flag-transitively on the residues of the appropriate Pi. That they 
act faithfully on these residues is proved at the end of the proof of (7.1). The 
approach we used in Sections 3-7 was intended to be more concrete than the 
one just outlined, and much more elementary in Sections 3-5. 
2. Theorem 7.1 can be proved very indirectly, as follows. Starting with 
d,, form a universal cover JB. By Tits [19], zg is a building. By an 
unpublished result of Tits, any affine building with diagram 
x 
arises 
from P.C2 ’ (8, P) for some complete local field F. The various groups W” and 
C lift to subgroups of Q+ (8, F). Some calculations yield that F = Q,, and 
that G, lifts to itself (the proof resembles parts of Section 7). This implies the 
theorem. 
3. The argument indicated in the preceding remark can also be used to 
prove the following Theorem: Let r= A(F,li E 1) be a finite flag-transitive 
GAB with group F and diagram X . Then A, is a universal cover of r, 
and F lifts to (a conjugate of) G,. (More generally, r only needs to be a 
chamber system [ 191 instead of a GAB. There is also an analogue of the 
theorem for the case >, assuming that the universal cover is an 
R(7, F) affine building.) 
4. Those wishing to avoid Cayley algebras in Section 8 can use [2] 
instead. In that paper, a GAB 42’ is constructed using G,(3). Let u’ be a 
triality automorphism of Pl2’ (8,3) centralizing this G,(3) and normalizing 
,!?(3’ and ( Wb)(3) (cf. [2]). Since A, + Ai3’ is a universal cover, u’ lifts to an 
automorphism u of A, of order 3 that normalizes ,!? and I@. One then shows 
that Cdo) = G,(Q,), the affine building of o-invariant simplexes or triples of 
simplexes is a cover of A’,3’, and CJ normalizes the kernel of c, -+ Girnm, for 
each odd m. (Of course, u* ’ is just the triality automorphism r appearing in 
Section 8.) 
5. The construction in Section 4 can be carried out in part using other 
lattices. Conceivably, interesting objects can arise, though probably not 
diagram geometries. The most tempting candidate is, of course, the Leech 
lattice/i. (For example, if @ is an E, sublattice then there is an element in 
the orthogonal group that normalizes the stabilizer of @ in Aut /i but moves 
A.1 
6. The properties of GABS discussed in [ lo]-such as the intersection 
property [6] or diameter-remain open for the GABS constructed here. 
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7. Corollary 7.5 directly contradicts a remark at the end of [lo]. That 
remark is therefore incorrect. The proof in [ 10, p. 2411 that apartments do 
not exist is also incorrect, and it is not clear whether or not that assertion is 
correct. 
The following errors were introduced into [lo] after the galley proofs had 
been corrected. On p. 240, Il. 15 and -10, read >a for x ; on p. 24 1, between 
lines 18 and 19, insert “Apartments do not exist.” (a deletion for which the 
printer should perhaps be commended); and insert “generate N/T and 
satisfy” in the blank space at the beginning of 1. -1 of p. 246. Finally, on 
p. 244, 1. -12, read (x, y, a, b} for {a, y, a, b). 
8. Another example of a GAB involving the A, GAB - is 
constructed as follows (and was also discovered, earlier, by A. 
Neumaier [ 1 I]). Set G = PSU(3,5). Let X and Y be two of its three classes 
of subgroups g A,. Then P,, P, E X and P,, P, E Y can be chosen so that 
P,nP,rP,nP,rA,, P,nP,rP,f?P,rPSL(3,2) and P,I~P,E 






Ronan and Stroth [ 161 have found still another GAB involving the A, 
GAB. Theirs has diagram 
u 
and group MC. 
9. There are 3-adic analogues of parts of Sections 3-8. 
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